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This edition
a student project
Academic Year •

.c

of the Hanagement Quarterly,
is a continuation
initiated
in the Fourth Quarter, 1968-1969

of

In this edition,
the reader may recognize a departure from the
more thematically
related content of past issues.
We, the editors,
are not specifically
dedicating
this edition to any one theme or
topic area, yet we do feel strongly that it contains an interesting
selection
of ideas.
In selecting
material for each edition of the Management
Quarterly,
the editorial
staff solicits
various professors
in the
Operations Research and Administrative
Sciences curricula
for
student academic efforts
that, in their opinion, display
excellence in terms of originality,
literary
ability,
and well
documented research.
Therefore,
it is quite reasonable to expect
a very broad scope of potential
material to be considered
and in fact, there is consistently
a wealth of student papers which
must be reviewed, screened and selected for publication
each quarter.
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This edition,
therefore,
was formulated from a rather large
number of papers dealing with many subject areas.
"The Right to
Strike" takes a look at the federal civilian
employees and how
unionization
has affected his job within the government.
The
paper on "Assessment Center" gives an interesting
glimpse into this
concept as having a possible application
in the U.S. Navy, and
the reader will find the article
on "Effects of Leadership Training 11
most stimulating.
Additionally,
a topic of much interest
to
servicemen lately -- "The Survivor Benefit Plan" -- is presented
as a case study, and finally
the edition's
last paper, "The United
States Navy's Role as a Law Enforcement Agency", addresses some of
the implications
of the Navy's present position
regarding its
legal rights to enforce Federal laws in territorial
waters.
We
hope that you'll find the papers in this edition stimulating
and
rewarding.
The views expressed in the papers selected for publication
in this edition of the Management Quarterly
are those of the authors
exclusively
and in no way reflect
the attitude
or endorsement of the
Defense Department, Navy Department, or the Naval Postgraduate
School.
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The
C

Ri9ht

Is There

To
A Need

Strike:
In The

Federal

Service?

-0
T"1..Ucvr.-ti.c£.e.,noting .the. 1J,ignl6-i.c.a.n;t
git.aw.th-in u.nlan
1te.p,'Le.h
en.ta.lion -i.n .the. Fe.deJtalgove1t.nme.n-t,
-i.nvu.t,iga.-tu
the. lt-i.gh.t 06 the. Fe.delta.temployee tlJ .srulz.e.
Th-i..6pape.1twa..s1Ju.bmilie.di:.a P1to6u-001tW. H. Chwtc.h 601t
Pe.lt/JonnelMa.nageme.n-t
and La.bolt.Rela.:ti..oM (MN3101).
Background:
The principle
of collective
bargaining for
been allowed since 1962, when President John F.
Executive Order 10988 into effect.
Our current
relations
program dates back to Executive Order
Executive Order 11616 of August 26, 1971.

federal employees has
Kennedy signed
labor-management
11491 as amended by

Significant
accomplishments are acknowledged by virtually
all
concerned agencies and employees.
The new labor-management policies
have contributed
to more democratic management of the work force,
improved communication between agencies and their employees, improved
personnel policies
and working conditions,
and to the improvement of
other matters of significance
to employees and management such as leave,
work hours, overtime, promotion, and grievance handling.
These gains
have been achieved with reasonable harmony between the agencies and
the employees.
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Labor management relations
activity
has greatly expanded since 1962
due to the explosion in union representation.
Unions have grown from .29
to 2,305 exclusive units in 35 agencies covering 1,416,073 employees
in 1969 - 52 percent of the total Federal workforce subject to the order
(Executive Order 11491 as Amended by Executive Order 11615 of August
26, 1971). Although I do not have current data, there has been
significant
growth in union representation
since 1969, and it will
continue to grow for the following reason:
the rising cost of government,
the growing taxpayer rebellion,
and the continued demands for greater

Ue.u,,te.na.ni:.
Helt.be/LtK. BJta.tt.a.ln, U.S. Navy ftec.e.-i..ved
"1.-UB.S. de.g1tee
6ftom.the Na.val Po.6.tgJr.a.du.a.-te.
Sc.hool -i.n 1973 a.nd -i.lJp,'Le.h
e.nte.y a. c.a.nd-i.da:te.
6oJt.the M.S. de.gftee -i.n Ma.nageme.n-t.
1

government efficiency
and accountability
are all causing increased
pressure on government employees to protect their own interests.
This increased pressure serves to give impetus to the trend toward
more rapid organization
and greater militancy.

0

Discussion:
Collective
bargaining is necessary in government because government
is essentially
a growth industry.
With size comes bureaucracy,
and
with bureaucracy comes the sense of isolation
of the individual
worker.
His individuality
is threatened and the lengthening chains of co111I11and
necessarily
depersonalize
the employment relationship
and contribute
to
a sense of powerlessness
on the part of the worker.
If he is to share in
thegovernance
of this employment relationship
as he does in the private
sector,
it must be through unionization
(Wellington and Winter, Jr.,
1971). Thus, the growing bureaucracy has caused public employees to
look to collective
action for a sense of control over their employment
destiny.
The bargaining relationship
in public sector bargaining can be
prejudiced
and is complicated by the following problems, regardless
of the
substantive
issues involved: the conflict
of interest
inherent in the
role of the government as an employer, the limited mandate of government
negotiators,
and the particular
pressures
on both the government and the
union (Goldenberg, 1973). To amplify on these problems, consider the
following:
if one of the parties
can legislate
an end to a dispute,
then the power relatio nship becomes distorted
although other conflicts
of
interest
may be minimized.
The bargaining process is also complicated
by the nature of political
decision making, whereas most government
negotiators,
whether senior public administrators
or hired experts,
often lack the authority
to make a final decision and effect a settlement,
part i cularly on monetary issues.
If policy decisions are made on an
ad hoc basis as bargaining proceeds,
the union soon realizes
that it
must look to the political
authority
rather than to the negotiators
at the bargaining
table . Resort to a strike to pressure the public
authorities
by arousing public opinion may be tempting in such
circumstances.
The government also faces particular
constraints
as
the guardian of the public purse and elected representative
of the
people.
Government is caught between its obligation
to protect
the
taxpayers'
money and the need to provide its own e.mployees with
reasonable wages and working conditions.
It is also responsible
for
providing the services for which the public has been taxed.
The public
service unions are subject to all the economic pressures
faced in the
private sector.
In addition,
the public reaction to their demands
must also be considere d and finally,
the unions must judge how much
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the public will "take" in the case of a strik e
the government to stop them.

before

it pressures

With the general public being more frequently
affected than the
parties
to the dispute, public opinion must be and is an important factor
in bargaining tactics.
This brings us to the most serious problem, with
respect to labor relations,
in the public services - the handling of an
impasse in negotiations •
A number of techniques have been develope.c to deal with
the more familiar
of which are: mediation or conciliation,
arbitration,
and injunctive
stays which provide cooling off
and buy time needed for more rational
approaches.
The very
is the economic weapon - the strike itself.

impasses,
fact-finding
periods
last resort

In difficult
s ituations,
the strike emerges as the great persuader and
the exercise of that right has not always been one of last resort.
Although
strikes
in public service are for the most part illegal
- the federal
service
and all states except three have laws barring public employee strikes walkouts have hit government bodies (primarily
state and local
government up to this time) with inc1:eased frequency.
More significant
than their frequency is the paralyzing effect of their walkouts. The fact
that most of the walkouts were illegal
seems to have had only a minimal
deterrent
effect.
"When employees feel sufficiently
aggrieved and have
no alternative
avenue of redress they will strike regardless
of the
penalties"
(Harrison,
1973). As for public employees being allowed
to strike,
unions consider it to be. simply a step towards letting
them
take their rightful
place as citizens.
They also feel that the threat
of strike is needed to give the employer thr,.,incentive
to bargain.
Some
union spokesmen talk more now about a "limited right" tc stri.ke whi.ch,
essen.tially,
would allow a court to enjoin a public sector walkout if
it was judged an emergency or a chaotic situation.

0
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Grost strikes have occurred in situations
where a genuine collective
bar~ining
relationship
did not exist.
The bargaining process should be
viewed by both sides as an iustrument for orderly change.
In a successful
negotiation,
both parties must feel that they have gained something;
the overall negotiation
must be one of mutual gai~ (Nierenberg,
1973).
If collective
bargaining works well, it should produce alternatives
to the strike which are mutually satisfactory
to both sides.
If the
alternatives,
such as compulsory arbitration.
are perceived by the employees
to be oppressive or unfair,
they will continue to strike or to resort to
other illegal
forms of action.
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Arguments in support of the right to strike in the public sector
primarily
focus on the right to strike as being a basic and essential
element of the bargaining process.
Without this right,
labor could not,
in its judgment, secure a fair settlement.
In the words of an AFL-CIO
official,
"Those who suggest a need for alternatives
to strikes
imply that
the collective
bargaining
this nation adopted almost 40 years ago has
failed.
Because obviously without strikes,
or at least the threat of strikes,
collective
bargaining becomes nothing more than collective
begging 11
(Winpisinger,
1973). Mr. Theodore W. Kheel, administrative
director
of the Institute
of Collective
Bargaining and Group Relations,
concludes
that "strikes
are not a right that gives satisfaction
in the way that
the right to free speech does.
It is a right to preserve a right,
and the right to be preserved is the right to bargain collectively."
He considers the strike and collective
bargaining
to be like Siamese
twins.

0
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Arguments against the right to strike in the public sector primarily
stem from the responsibility
of the government to protect its citizens
and
their tax money. Distortion
of the political
process is the major, longrun social cost of strikes
in public employment. The distortion
results
from unions obtaining too much power, relative
to other interest
groups,
in decisions affecting
the level of taxes and the allocation
of tax dollars.
This distortion
therefore may result in a redistribution
of income by
government, whereby union members are subsidized
at the expense of
other interest
groups (Wellington,
1971).
Another argument against the strike is that t he vulnerability
of the
public employer to political
punishment by the voter at the polls may
cause short-run
consideration
of concessions as opposed to the long-run
considerations.
Also, because t he collective
bargaining process in
government is primarily political
vice economical with economic constraints,
the fragmentation
of managerial authority
may lead to a number
of undesirable
results.
Each gove r nmental body is likely to have different
goals, to be responsive to different
pressures,
and thus to view its
interests
on any given issue di f ferently.
Conclusions:
I must conclude that the answer t o the question.
"Is there a need
in the federal service for the right to strike?" , is "no, there is not,"
Our focus, instead,
should be on, "How do we make the bargaining process
work better?"
In the public sector,
the strike becomes a political
weapon, aimed
at the electorate
to bring pr essure to bear on the public administrator
through the inconvenience that a str i ke fo r ces on a long-suffering
public
(Haber, 1973).
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In addition,
since collective
bargaining is a two-way street,
if unions
have the right to strike,
employers should have the right to take a strike
(the lockout).
The essence of services provided by government could not
allow this to occur, resulting
in a one-way street vice the two-way street
in the strike scenario.
Having deemed that collective
bargaining under limited ·conditiorrs
is in the best public interest,
both labor and manageme~ personnel must
learn how to realize
the full potential
of the system. l_!:ffective and
responsible
collective
bargaining
in the federal service requires greater
maturity and sophistication
in labor-management relations.
The bargaining
process offers many possibilities
for trade-offs,•~~,
mutual gain will be the result of a successful
negotiation.
For example,
public administrators
could be looking for increased productivity
in those
occupations where productivity
is measurable.
This would be an excellent
trade-off for which to opt.
In regards to the call for compulsory arbitration,
I consider any
form of legislative
compulsion to be headed for failure.
I am convinced
that people can not be compelled to work in harmony unless they have the
urge to do so. We need good will, but it cannot be obtained by decree
or by law.
Collective
bargaining in the public
through the below listed actions:

·O
0

sector

could also be strengthened

1.

Look towards improved administrative
action
in those areas where differences
frequently
labor friction.

2.

The conditions
of employment subject to collective
should be expanded wherever possible.

3.

Public employers should ensure fair and genuine collective
bargaining;
they must have the willingness
and the imagination
to propose credible alternatives
to the strike.

4.

A better balance between unions and management in the public sector;
this could be achieved through increased expertise
in collective
bargaining and labor relations
by our public administrators.

5.

The public employers should get tougher to ensure that an equal
benefit is received in return for union demands, such as
increased productivity.

6.

The Federal Labor Relations Board should be made more responsive
through increased authority
and expanded membership to include equal
numbers of management and labor representatives.

s

and legislation
lead to active
bargaining

7.

0

An independent

body should be established
to administer the
machinery for conciliation
or arbitration
as needed.
It
should be composed of respected members of the community who are
neither pro-management
nor pro-labor.

0-

-0
0
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The

Assessment

Center:

Is It The Answer

To

Our

Problems?

0

By M. 1. Ande/1..hon
1n .th.i..6pa.pe1z..the a.u.:thoJt.
cll6c.u.6.6e.o .the Al,1:ie.o1:imen.t
Ce.n.tVt.c.onc.ept
Pelz.oo/Unanc.e
e.va.tua.tlon a.nd 1:ielec.tion
601!.plt.omo:tumto h-i.gheJLmanagementlevel.6.
FUJttheJL,he
cli..6c.u.uet,M.6e..o.6me.n.t
Ce.n..teM-in .the Ge1t.manNavy and
a.tte.mpu :to a.n.1:iweJL
.the quu.tlon:
Shoul.d :the A.6.&e.o..6me.n..t
Ce.n.te/l.c.onc.ept be a.ppU.ed :to .the Unlied S:ta;te.oNavy?

oo

Q.

The pa.pell.~ 1:iubmlt:ted:to P1t.00U.601L
Cowz.:btey601!.
Pe/1..honnelPeJL6oJtma.nc.e
Eva£.ua.tlon (MN4114).
Introduction:
The Assessment Center concept is an attempt to solve the age
old protlem of selection
of people for increased managem&nt n:s.poLsibility.
This selection
problem has plagued man for centuries.
Man has
tried many solutions.
Some of the more "far-out"
solutions
include
endurance tests,
physical combat, ink blot tests,
contours of the
skull and physical measurements.
Perhaps some of these solutions
weren't
so "far-out".
If you are selecting
a leader to take the tribe
into combat, maybe you need someone who can beat all comers in a
physical contest.
But today's organizations,
particularly
private
industry,
are selecting
for management ability
and not physical
ability.
Modern man has developed many techniques for selecting
their
leaders.
Some of the more common ones include the performance rating
forms, the aptitude
test and the 111.Q." test.
One of the less
scientific
ones is marryi ng the boss' daughter.
Such traditional
methods are not foolproof.
The best performers
at one level of management of ten fail to produce when promoted.
Management is constantly
searching for better and better selection
techniques.
The Assessme nt Center is one of the more recent innovations
in this search.
It is enjoying a great popularity
today,

Ueu-te.na.nt Comma.nde11
M. J. Ande/l..6on, U.S. Na.vy Jtec.uved hl6 B. S.
degnee oh.omOb..lahoma.
S.ta.,te Unlvelt.6Uy -in 196 5 a.nd hl6 M.S. ,in
Compu.:teJtSy.o.tem.6Man.igement61t.omthe Na.val. Po1:i.tgJt.a.du.a.te.
School -in
1914.
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particularly
among
being used by such
Electric
and Sears.
Assessment Centers
or considering
the

the larger, more progressive
companies.
It is
companies as IBM, AT&T, J.C. Penney, General
The Federal Government has not attempted
on a large scale, but some agencies are using
establishment
of the concept.

The Assessment Center cocbines several testing concepts into
one process. Basically,
the concept involves a series of tests
designed to measure certain psychological
characteristics
believed to
be required of future work and samples of the work itself.
Emphasis
is placed on exercises
that closely simulate the job being selected
for, such as simulated work examples, leaderless
group discussions
and management games. Candidates are observed by trained and standardized
observers normally selected from successful
managers and/or trained
psychologists . Such assessors are looking for and grading the
assessee on such management skills
as leadership,
forcefulness,
flexibility,
ability
to handle stress,
organization,
planning, and
decision making.
With such wide-spread use by large civilian
companies, the
assessment center concept appears to be applicable
to the U.S. Military.
The Navy is faced with the same selection
problems as any civilian
company. Today's selection
procedure is based on the written reports of
the observations
of several immediate supervisors.
Such a system is
vulnerable
to individual
bias resulting
from a personality
conflict.
There are examples of fine officers
who failed selection
due to one or
two bad fitness
reports from ' Commanding Officers with whom they
couldn't
get along.

0
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The Assessment Center concept offers the opportunity
for all
officers
of similar rank to be assessed at a similar point in their
career by several "standardized"
observers.
Such assessment would
offer the advantage of being graded in a common environment on a common
test.
These tests should simulate,
as closely as possible,
those
skills
required of senior officers.
The more similar,
the better
the test.
Such a concept has been used for several years by the
German Navy. While there is no quantitative
proof as to the reliability
and validity
of this test, officer personnel who have undergone the process
reportedly
feel that it is valid and reliable.
The program has
been successful
enough so that the entire German Armed Forces has
recently switched to the concept .
Most
centers.
have been
by Joseph
conducted
concept.

of the literature
written today discusses civilian
assessment
Several studies of assessment center content and organization
conducted.
The data I will quote is taken from an article
M. Bender in Personnel magazine July-August 1973. He
a study of 33 organizations
which use the Assessment Center

9

A typical assessment center uses in-basket
exercises,
games, leaderless
group discussions,
psyc hological
testing,
conducts an in-depth background interview . Most assessment
produce their own assessment devices tai l ored to their own
needs.

management
and
centers
specific

The psychological
tests used were the Cooperative School and
College Aptitude Test (SCAT), the David Reading Test, the Watson
Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal and the Wesman Personnel Classification
Test.

0
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A typical center's
operation
takes anywhere from one to six
days to complete, with most lasting
either three or five days.
The
following is an example of t h e sche dule of a three day center:
Sunday Evening: Assessors arr i ve and review the schedu l e for
the following three days. Assessees arrive,
meet each other and
prepare for the following three days.
Monday: Assessees are split up for a Management Game. The
game is highly competitive and arouses the assessee's
sense of
involvement.
Each assessor grades two assessees on such traits
as
salesmanship,
leadership,
intelligence,
and organizational
abi lity.
All assessees
also take an in-basket
exercise in which they are
required to act on the contents of an in-basket.
The in-basket
contains such items as notes from the President,
and complaints from
unsatisfied
customers.
The assessee is given a short period of time
to take action on each item a:nd explain to the assessors
this action.
In the evening the assessees are divided in half.
Half receive a
comprehensive personal interview from an assessor.
The purpose of
the interview is to give the assessor a chance to obtain some background
information
and discuss the assessee's
current job and interests.
The
other half of the assessees are individually
reading and preparing
a case analysis.
The case analysis requires
the assessee to analyze
a hypothetical
company and formulate in writing a suggested plan
of reorganization,
During the last half of the evening, the assessees
switch positions.
Tuesday:
Assessees participate
in a leaderless
group discussion.
An example might be:
Each individual
is assigned a man to support
for promotion.
Each tries to sell the promotion committee on the
merits of his man, The candidates
also engage in a problem solving
exercise in which they are given a limited amount of information.
They are then allowed to question an auth ority for a limited period of
time and formulate a solution.
In the evening the as s essees present
their case analysis to the assessors.

10
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Wednesda~, : The candidates conduct
interview in which the assessees couns~l
on his performance.
The assessees
then
The assessors
remain at the center f rom
Friday completing their detailed
reports

.o

I

a simulated appraisal
a role-playing
subordinate
complete their course.
Wednesday afternoon to
on the assessees •

The above example is but one of many ways an assessment
center may be run. One of the principal
advantages of assessment
centers is that each center may be designed with the specific
requirements of the sponsor company in mind. This approach is
very flexible
to changing requirements.
Depending on the needs
of the company, exercises may be added deleted or modified with
relative
ease.
One of the keys to a successful
assessment center is the
selection
and training of assessors.
llost centers utilize
senior
managers from their own company as assessors.
The
assessors
are always at least two or ganizational
levels above
the assessees.
The assessors
are then trained in the observational
techniques necessary for a good assessor.
The assessors must
also be standardized.
That is, they must all interpret
various
traits
and ratings in the same manner. He must be able to record
specific
examples of the trait being observed, and not simply
make a global statement about it.
Typically,
the assess·ors are trained by actually participating
in the assessment process.
In this way they can actually
experience
the exercises
that will be required of the candidates.
Additionally
some companies video tape their assessment center activities
to
give the assessors practice
in making observations.
Some other
techniques used are progratmned texts, role-playing,
simulation
exercises and programmed films.
The length of assessor training
varies anywhere from 5 hours to 15 days with the median being 3
days.

0
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A side-benefit
from the assessor training
is the application
of the assessor's
training
and experience gained at the center
to his normal job. Almost all of the knowledge gained at the
center can be applied to his everyday work situation.
His
experience gained at the center should improve his ability
to
interview and appraise his subordinates.
It should also make
him more aware of his own abilities
and shortcomings.

11

The selection
of asaessees
1a tandled in a variety
of ways.
The most common is nomi~ation by supervisors
of the company.
While this system is the most common, it does provi de an inco ns istency with
the purpose of the Assessment Center.
The center supposedly
exists to help elimin a te bias in the supervisory
judgement of subordinates.
By leaving the nomination to attend the center up to the superviso r ,
he may only nominate those whom he considers the most likely to
succeed . This potent i al prejudice
can be eliminated by permi tt i ng
self-nomination
or automatic assessment at a certain point in a
potential
candidate's
career.
These last two methods do tend to
be more expensive than the first.

0

Can the Assessment Center be applied to the U.S. Navy? This
is a difficult
questi on but on the surface the answer appears to
be yes.
An example of a similar
application
exists in the ~est
Gerruan Navy. All German Naval Officers of the rank of lieutenant
commander must so through a comprehensive six week Assees~ent Ce~ter.
Candidates leave this center with one of three rankings.
He may be
recommended for promotion to a staff commander, (top 10%), recommended
for promotion to commander or not recommended for promotion.
In
contrast with industria l Assessment Centers in the U.S . , the German
Navy lieutenant
commanders may only go through the center one time,
so he has one sh~t at making commander. If the candidate is not recommenaed
for prcmotion then, despite a good previo us record, he will nol be
prcmoted.
The contents of the center are similar to the cjvili~n
centers discussed previously.
Candidates are tested Ofi the skills
needed by higher ranking officers.
Exercises consist of in-basket,
leaderless
group discussions,
a personal interview,
and comprehensive
paper and management/war games.
This concept has rece n tly been adopted by the entire German
Armed Forces.
Although reduced in length (3 weeks), the process
will still
carry the same impact on a career as previously.
Applying such a concept to the U.S. Navy would undoubtedly
be a costly undertaking.
The long-run success demonstrated by
the German Navy indicates
that it can be successfully
appljed to
the military.
Application
of the concept by such large civilian
companies as AT&Talso indicate
that the size of the organization
does not prevent using the Assessment Center concept.
But do
Assessment Center results
justify
the effort and the expense
necessary to install
it on suc h a large scale?
Are the results
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clearly superior to the more conventional
selection
procedures
used by the Navy and other organizations?
These questions need
to be answered prior to any decision to implement them in our Navy.
Numerous studies have been conducted by psychologists
on
the civilian
assessment centers.
Unfortunately
a comprehensive
study has not been conducted on the German Navy example •
Perhaps one of the first questions to answer is:
Are the
companies using the results
of the Assessment Center to promote
candidates?
A Kraut and Scott Study (1972) of 437 salesmen who
had gone through an Assessment Center from 1965 to 1970 followed
up on which ones had been promoted by the end of 1970. The
Assessment Center results
had been used to promote these men to
first line management positions
but the assessment results
did
not influence promotions above first line management, The
results of the study indicate
that of the men who went on to
first-line
management after assessment,
those who were more highly
rated were more likely to move on to higher positions.
More
importantly a second result of the study indicates
that salesmen
who were poorly rated in the Assessment Center were more likely
to fail as managers,
These salesmen were promoted after assessment
and despite their low rating.
The reported figures vary, but more than 100 companies have
used or are using the Assessment Center concept and these centers
have processed more than 70,'000 candidates in the last 10 years.
Most companies use the Assessment Center results
in complete
disregard of other factors on the employee's record.
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What do the attendees think about the center?
Do they regard
them as valid?
Kraut reports in Personnel Journal (May 1972)
that 74% of center attendees
in the U.S. believe the center
measures many of the important qualities
required of effective
managers.
However only 47% believed that the center results
should be used to help in selection
and promotion of men to firstline management positions.
Studies in other countries
indicate
that . over 80% feel that the results
should be used for selection.
The same study also indicates
that the majority of assessees
(over 90%) would recommend to a good friend that he participate
in the assessment program.
Summing the above up, where do we stand so far?
The Assessment
Center has been accepted as a valid selection
technique by both
the companies using it and the participants.
The companies are
using the results
as a major input in promotion decisions.
The
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Assessment Center is also

being used on a large

scale.

An important question
to be answered is: What characteristics
are an Assessment Center measuring, and the corresponding question:
Are these the right characteristics?
The study by Bender says
that the companies responding to his survey questionnaire
reported
they were measuring some 66 traits.
Truly a momentous task, but
if we keep in mind that most centers are tailored
to each company's
specific
need then the wide variance in measured traits
can be
at least partially
explained.
Some of the traits
reported most
often are: energy, use of delegation,
problem analysis,
leadership,
oral communication skills,
oral presentation
skills,
written
coomunication skills,
organization
and planning, decision making
skills,
resistance
to stress and behavioral
flexibility.

0
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The major factor in the comprehensive rating given to
candidates seems to be an over-all
impression from the candidates'
observed ability
to influence peers through the use of persuasive
and interpretational
skills
and sensitively
to the situation.
In other words, is the candidate versatile
enough to be able to
take a unique problem, analyze it thoroughly,
and sell his
solution to his peers?
Less important factors include organizational
ability,
and planning and decision making ability.
The selection
of skills measured by a particular
assessment
program varies greatly from center to center.
They are usually
selected based on the judgment of executives
in the organization
and
a study of the research literature.
It appears that this technique should
produce the most valid results particularly
if the successful
executives'
opinions are given enough weight.
After all, who knows best which
skills
they need more than the ones who are using them? Such opinions
should be tempered by reference to other expert sources and should
certainly
be validated
by follow-up studies.
Some criticism
has been leveled at Assessment Centers for
tending to perpetuate
the existing management system.
Complete
reliance on Assessment Center results will certainly
discriminate
against the non-conformist.
In most Assessment Center systems
a candidate must first be regarded as promotable before he can
even be nominated to attend.
Once there, the candidates are
judged on how well they measure up to yardsticks
prepared by the
very management that nominated them. The critics
feel that
successful
completion of an Assessment Center should be used as just
another measurement tool instead of the sole determinant of promotability.
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Another criticism
against such pass-fail
procedures is the
shortness of the observation
period.
Is 3 days observation
enough to decide a person's whole career?
It shouldn't
be,
but many of today's promotional decisions are based on much
less
data.
Many times such decisions are based on a first
impression,
the length of hair, a 5-minute conversation
over
cocktails
or a 15-minute speech.
It is rare in today's organizations
for top management to
closely observe and rate subordinates
as is done in Assessment
Centers.
As such, the 3 days of observation
in the Assessment
Center just might be 3 days more than the candidate gets at present.
Assessment Centers do not appear to create the "crown prince"
or the "golden boy" effects.
According to Kraut's study, high
ratings from the centers do not guarantee instant promotion to
top management. The data does indicate
that those rated highly have
increased chances of moving ahead but this rating alone doesn't
result in rapid promotions.
Other factors are obviously influencing
the promotion process.
In contrast
to the highly rated are the possible consequences
of receiving a low rating.
Such a rating might lead to the loss
of well trained,
competent people.
The data indicates
that this
is not true.
The attrition
rate for the low-rated people is not
significantly
different
from other categories.
This indicates
that, even though they got a low rating,
they still
feel they
have a reasonable chance to succeed and advance within the
organization.
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Assessment Centers often are criticized
as being too costly.
Some estimates of the cost are around $500 to $600 per candidate.
But if the Assessment Center selects
the best managers and they
are promoted, such costs appear more than reasonable.
What is
the cost of a less than effective
manager? Perhaps the critical
question is not whether these centers are too expensive, but
whether their validity
and reliability
is significantly
higher
than more conventional
rating and selection
procedures.
In other
words,
are they more likely to consistently
rank the candidate in
order of management ability
and are they better able to select
the successful manager?
results

Some data is available which compares the Assessment
with two more traditional
paper and pencil tests.
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John Wilson and Walter Tatge conducted a study of over
100 A3sessment Center candidates and developed intercorrelation
coefficients
between the Assessment Center results,
the California
Psychological
Inventory and the Verbal Scholastic
Aptitude Tests.
In all but two of twenty-one coefficients
reported,
the measures
were found to be significantly
correlated
at greater than the
5% level.
So the Assessment Center appears to produce the same
results
as two pencil and paper tests.
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Another study by Wilson and Tatge reports that they were
able to predict with significant
accuracy who would and would not
succeed in the Assessment Center environment.
Of 90 candidates
predicted
to succeed 76 did so, of 30 candidates predicted
to fail,
22 did so,
The data above should not suggest replacing
the Assessment
Center, but it does suggest that the center and more conventional
tests do generally give similar results,
But does the center do it better?
Data from various studies
indicate
that paper and pencil tests,
measures of personality,
prediction
based on a job history file the correlations
ranging
from ,37 to .70, while the Assessment Center correlation
between
assessor's
rating ranged from .37 to ,50.
It doesn't appear that
the center is really that much better
than more traditional
methods.
The results
of several studies offer conflicting
evidence.
Generally speaking however, the results
indicate
that the Assessment
Center is not clearly superior to standard measuring techniques.
Why the Assessment Center then? It does offer some things.
For example, the training
received by both assessors
and candidates
is estremely valuable and unique to the center environment.
Where else do managers have the opportunity
to observe their
subordinates
in action without the distractions
of day to day
job pressures.
The training
the assessors
receive prior to
observing is certainly
transferable
to their job.
The same
thing may be said of the assessees.
The training
they take back
to their jobs will undoubtedly be of benefit to the organization.
What other valid and reliable
technique allows evaluation and
training
to take place in the same process?
Can and should these concepts be applied to the U.S. Navy?
I believe it is certainly
applicable.
It is not "the" answer to
our assessment problems.
It is another measurement tool with some
unique advantages over our present method. In particular,
it
offers the opportunity
to remove some of the bias claimed to be
present in our evaluation
system today. If all Naval Officers
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could be evaluated at a similar point in their career by a trained
group of observers,
the claims of bias on the part of one or two
commanding officers
could be minimized.
It would give selection
boards a common yardstick
for measuring officers
of different
communities
and different
career patterns . All selection
jackets would have one
thing in common, an evaluation
of similar traits
obtained from common
exercises and scored by specially
trained,
standardized
observers •
But such a score should not be a go - no go item in the
jacket.
As I have indicated
previously,
the Assessment Center
is not a perfect predictor
of success at higher management levels.
The center predictor
should be regarded as another
input to all
the other considerations
that go into the selection
process.
So I will not give a yes or no answer to my original
question.
The only unique thing gained by using a Navy wide Assessment
Center would be the common yardstick.
Is this benefit enough
to justify
the considerable
expense of running the center?
In today's budget limited Navy, I think not.
The concept does
have enough merit to justify
further study and experimentation.
For example, try the Assessment Center in one particular
officer
community, like the supply corps or a subspecialty
area.
Study the
results
and see if a common yardstick
is useful enough to justify
the cost.
So, the jury is still
out on Assessment Centers.
Until the
techniques can be refined and further
study conducted, it remains
another measurement tool that is not significantly
better than
more conventional methods.
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Leadership Training:

0

Military
leadership
is defined as the art of influencing
and
directing
men in such a way as to obtain their willing obedience,
confidence,
respect,
and loyal cooperati·on to accomplish the mission
(Instruction
Pamphlet).
The ultimate mission is, of course, success
in combat, or in peace time, the development and maintenance cf a
combat efficient
unit.
The effective
leader is envisioned as one who
achieves this goal by exerting a minimum of effort while still
maintaining
harmony within his unit by relating
the individual
needs of his men to
the unit's
objective.

0
Basic military
training
transforms the civilian
into a qualified
Marine, qualified
to the extent that he obtains a military
occupational
specialty
and is assignable
to a regular ·unit,
Training is rigorous,
comprehensive, and thorough; during peacetime the Basic Officer Course,
for example, is approximately seven months in duration.
Although
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technically
oriented,
the training program includes both informal and
formal 11 leadership 11 training.
Informal training
is continuous
and
interwoven throughout the entire syllabus,
e.g., rotating,
graded
student leadership
billets
in both administrative
and tactical
situations.
Formal training
typically
encompasses classroom instruction
and group discussion
of leadership
principles
and traits
and application
through situational
studies.
Leadership principles
or dimensions of leader behavior are
general rules, derived empirically,
which have guided the conduct and
action of successful
leaders of the past.
"It has been suggested
that they exercise authority,
act in such a way as to reveal a
knowledge of human nature, act decisively,
and so on. 11 (Gibb, p. 889).
Leadership traits
are personal qualities
or distinguishing
personality
characteristics
which influence
the leadership
process.
These traits
vary in each individual.
Leadership
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Concept:

The trait approach to leadership
stems from the view
popularized
between the world wars that the leader is a special
person or "great man". Empirical
studies gave indication
that certain
personality
traits,
such as intelligence,
surgency, dominance,
self-confidence,
and social participation
frequently
characterized
various situations
(Gibb, P• 889). Although possession
of these
traits
may assist
the individual
in his role as the leader,
their
mere possession will not assure a person of being a leader.
The
leader must also have a given level of intelligence,
knowledge,
motivation,
and desire,
Emphasis was placed on what "made" a leader,
This singular view, however, was later recognized to "obscure some
important distinctions,
including
the source of authority
and the
nature of the function to be fulfilled
in diverse situations"
(Hollander,
p. 4). This in turn led to a situational
approach to
leadership
which conceived of leadership
in terms of functions performed
rather than in persisting
traits
of the leader.
Current leadership
training
in the Harine Corps is apparently
a product, however modified, of these two approaches.
Thirteen
leadership
traits,
although differing
from those listed by Gibb,
and eleven leadership
principles
are still
the basic building
blocks for teaching leadership.
Training instructs
the individual
to understand and appreciate
the characteristics
and guiding principles
that have proved to be successful
for outstanding
military
leaders.
It is not the intent of this concept to require or expect each
individual
to follow each principle
or display each trait
to the
letter.
Made aware of his responsibilities
and duties,
he is encouraged
to capitalize
on his strong traits,
correct his weaknesses, and be
guided by the principles
of leadership.
Each new setting or set of
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circumstances
in which he is placed will probably require a different
approach or style; what served the leader well in a previous situation
may not be applicable
to the next.
This approach to leadership
training
is generally found wanting
by researchers
and psychologists
based on current views resulting
from continuing empirical studies.
As Hollander and Julian state,
"Within the present era, characterized
by a greater sensitivity
to the social processes of interaction
and exchange, it becomes
clearer that the two research
emphases represented
by the trait and
situational
approaches offered a far too glib view of reality."
Indeed, in a time sense, neither approach ever represented
its own
philosophical
underpinning very well, and each resulted in a caricature
(Hollander and Julian, p. 388).
Harine Corps training
in recent years has, in response to the
impact of some of the changing views and norms of modern society,
as well as changing concepts of leadership,
devoted more emphasis
to the understanding
and awareness of individual
and group desires
and needs.
Primary emphasis continues to be placed upon the trait
and principle
concepts, but greater attention
is being paid to
the Corps' most important ingredient,
the individual
Marine and
his unit, not just in terms of military
needs and military
functions,
but in terms of his total makeup as an individual.
For example: legal,
family, financial,
and religious
problems, how each ¥.arine influences
other Marines in his squad or platoon, and personal problems
associated with combat duty or garrison duty have been integrated
into
the training program for basic officers.
With this added dimension
to leadership
training,
the concept approaches the interactional
phenomenon described by Gibb, who asserts
that any comprehensive
theory of leadership
must incorporate
and integrate
all of the major
variables
which are known to be involved, namely (1) the personality
of the leader,
(2) the followers with their attitudes,
needs, and
problems, (3) the group itself,
and (4) the situation
(Gibb, p. 914).
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The Marine Corps, like any other organization
which takes pride
in its men and devotes considerable
effort and dollars in a training
program, believes it produces effective
leaders.
To the extent that
it establishes
officer leadership
behavior and attitudes
in its own
mold, it must certainly
be judged successful.
If anything is certain
it is that when the young officer leaves Basic School he knows what
is expected of him. Whether he will perform up to that expected
level is quite another matter.
Measurement of Leadership:
One measure of military
leadership
is the evaluation of four
characteristics
or indicators
of leadership
which are common to any
unit: morale, the state of mind of the individual;
esprit de corps,
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the loyalty to, pride in, and enthusiasm for the unit; discipline,
the individual
or group attitude
which results
in prompt obedience
to orders; and proficiency,
the technical,
tactical,
and physical
ability
of the individual
and the unit. The sum of these indicators
measure a unit's overall effectiveness,
and as a consequence,
serve as a basis for the fitness report given the unit's
leader.
Although the officer
is "rated" on the basis of descriptive
phrases
such as loyalty,
leadership,
tactical
handling of troops, etc., qualities
which are for the most part personal attributes
(the traits
again),
the rater tends to evaluate the unit leader in terms of the unit's
performance.
The leader who commands a highly trained,
spirited,
and disciplined
unit with no morale problems will probably be
rated higher than a contemporary who possesses
superior personal
qualities
but who commands a less efficient
organization.
This is perhaps
as it should be. The interesting
point is that the measurement of
individual
leadership
is directly
related to organizational
performance,
How does leadership
training and experience influence group performance?
It would appear that more leader training
and experience would enhance
the leader's
overall effectiveness,
thereby enabling him to increase
his unit's performance.
This may, however, not be the case.
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A New Approach:
One of the most impressive facts derived from leadership
research is that the literature
contains an enormous wealth of
material,
which is far from precise or in total agreement. Fiedler's
Contingency Hodel of Leadership (Fiedler,
1967), however, is notable
in terms of its empirical validations . Fiedler asserts
that research
has failed to show that leadership
training
makes organizations
more effective.
"No one has established
a consistent,
direct
correlation
between the amount or type of a leader's
training and the
performance of the group he leads 0 (Fiedler,
1973, p. 23). He
indicates
that it is possible for relatively
untrained and inexperienced
leaders to perform as well as those who are well trained and experienced.
The contingency
that an organization's
factors:

model of leadership
is a theory which postulates
effect i veness is contingent upon two interacting

(1) the motivational
(2) the favorableness
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pattern

or leadership

of the leadership

style

of the leader,

situation.

Leadership style is defined as the underlying need structure
of the individual
which motivates his behavior in various leadership
situations,
and thus refers to the consistency
of goals or needs
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over different
situations.
Since leadership
style is a manifestation
of the leader's
psychological
makeup, it is a complex and highly
individualized
characteristic.
Leadership style is measured by the
Least-Preferred-CoWorker
(LPC) score.
This score is obtained by
asking an individual
to think of all those with whom he found it
most difficult
to work on a common task.
The derived score is
interpreted
as a hierarchy of goals.
A low LPC score means that the
individual
has described his least preferred
co-worker in relatively
unfavorable terms and is primarily motivated to accomplish assigned
tasks (task-motivated)
while a high LPC score indicates
a basic
motivation for intepersonal
relations
(relationship-oriented).
Situational
favorableness
is conceptually
defined as the
degree to which the situation
itself
provides the leader with power
and influence.
This favorableness
is measured on the basis of
three subdivisions
(listed
in order of importance):
(1) leader-member
relations:
an accepted and trusted leader has more influence
than
one who is distrusted
and rejectea;
(2) task structure:
the clearer
the understanding
of the assigned goal and the exact method of
attaining
it, the more power and influence the leader will have;
and (3) position power of the leader: a leader who can reward or
punish his members can exert more influence than a leader whose
power is limited.
Group situations
are characterized
as either high or low on
each of these three subdivisions
which in turn leads to eight
separate classifications
called octants (see figure 1). At one end
of the situation
rating is the case where the leader is in a highly
favorable situation:
he has good leader-member relations,
high
position power, and a structured
task.
The opposite end of the scale
depicts the unfavorable situation,
described as one where the leader
is disliked,
has little
position power, and has a vague assignment.
The theory predicts
that task-motivated
leaders (low LPC) perform
best in either very favorable
or unfavorable situations,
while
relationship
motivated leaders (high LPC) perform best in situations
of intermediate
favorableness.

C
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Implications:
Both the high LPC and low LPC leader perform well under some
situations,
but they do not perform well in all situations.
Leadership training
and greater experience thus do not produce total
across-the-board
improvement in performance . Although training and
experience will increase the favorableness
of the situation
for
the leader, it will also alter the degree to which the situation
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Figure 1
EFFECTIVENESS
OF LEADERSHIP
STYLE
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Task oriented leaders perform best in very favorable or in very unfavorable
situations.
Relationship-oriented
leaders perform best in moderately favorable
situations.
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interacts
with the leader's
style of leadership.
"The match between
LPC and situational
favorableness
will be improved for some leaders
but will be decreased for others.
Consequently,
training
and
experience should increase performance for some leaders but
decrease it for others" (Fiedler,
1972, p. 457).
Example:
Consider the case of the new lieutenant
who joins a company
directly
upon graduation from Basic School.
In spite of his
eager enthusiasm and finely honed basic skills,
he will probably
initially
find himself in an unfavorable situation.
Although the
company is a highly structured
unit with established
standard
operating procedures,
the officer will perceive it as being unstructured.
He is unfamiliar with the routines,
the men, and his surroundings.
Leader-member relations
may be classified
as poor; the troops in
particular
know the officer is new and inexperienced.
Their attitude
toward him will embody a "wait and see" position.
The platoon
sergeant may resent the officer because he foresees a potential
loss of prestige
and an undoing of all the good things he has
accomplished.
As the appointed leader of the platoon, a position
that qualifies
as "headship" as defined by Gibb (Gibb, p. 882),
the officer may well hold little
position power. The company
commander alone holds direct disciplinary
authority
(Article 15, UCMJ)
within the company. The platoon sergeant (and others) will hold
significant
unofficial
power; he "really"
decides who gets special
liberty,
who is placed on report, who is reco11DDendedfor promotion,
etc.
If the company were combat committed or otherwise deployed,
the situation
would be very unfavorable to the new officer.
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If the lieutenant
were a task-motivated
leader, Fiedler's
theory predicts
that the officer would perform better than a
relationship-motivated
leader.
The low LPC officer will devote his
total energies to getting the job done. He could be expected to
analyze the platoon's
past performance, establish
a modus operandi,
and, in effect,
gain control of the situation.
Officers of this
type normally operate by the "book" and tend to be formal.
It is
an effective
approach in this case because the troops will be
rapidly made aware of exactly where they stand; they understand "book"
solutions
(even though they may not like them). One would expect
the officer
to devote considerable
emphasis to such technical
areas as
weapons proficiency,
tactical
operations,
and physical training.
This officer will not ignore the needs of his men because he does
understand their importance, but he will devote more weight to
mission accomplishment at the expense of interpersonal
relations.
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The high LPC officer in this situation
might be expected
to place priority
on learning
the "facts" about each individual
Marine.
He will be highly visible
to the troops and will show an
outward, genuine concern for their welfare.
Counseling sessions,
general briefings,
personal interviews will be frequent.
He will
identify with their problems.
He will place heavy weight on the
opinions and advice of his platoon sergeant and squad leaders;
he may become dependent upon them to execute the mission.
Unit
performance will be secondary to interpersonal
development.
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As experience and additional
training
are acquired,
the
situational
favorableness
for both types of leaders will increase.
The model forecasts
increased performance for the high LPC officer,
but a decrease in performance for the low LPC officer as they
pass into an intermediate
situation.
If the time spent in the
unfavorable
situation
is relatively
short, and the time spent
in the intermediate
situation
relatively
long, the relationshiporiented officer might be expected to perform better in the long
run.
On the other hand if the situation
remains unfavorable
for
a long period or the transition
proceeds rapidly through the
intermediate
or moderate stage to the very favorable situation,
the task-oriented
leader will perform better in the long run.
Further illustrations
may be drawn. For example, it may be
argued that a new officer reports
to a company in a moderately
favorable situation
rather than an unfavorable one. Application
of the model will show the expected initial
performance and the
effects of additional
training
and experience.
The more important
question is whether or not the model has practical
application.
Assignment of Platoon

Cormnanders:

Armed with a knowledge of the contingency model and the LPC
score of his officers,
the company cotlllllander could assign his
officers
to the company's platoons on a more scientific
basis
than is normally done. Normal assignment procedures commonly
rely on intuition.
The commander would have to make an assessment of his platoons
in order to rank their favorableness
as it would be perceived
by the new and relatively
inexperienced
officer.
Existing factors
of morale, disciplinary
problems, personnel strengths,
and the
location of the unit (combat or garrison) wculd necessarily
influence
this ranking.
If the situation
were assessed to be moderately
favorable and expected to remain that way for quite some time,
a high LPC officer would be better assigned to the platoon which
represented
that situation
rather than a low LPC officer.
If
that platoon already had a platoon leader, the rotation
of another
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officer,
or two, might be required.
This sequential
effect on
other assignments may be valuable to the other officers
involved
by providing them with new challenges and opportunity
for further
development; hopefully they could be placed in a situation
which
matched their style.
One of the most important implied tasks of
a company commander is the responsibility
for the professional
development of his junior officers,
An officer's
first duty
assignment not only forms a lasting impression in the officer's
mind, but sets the base for his professional
development.
Assignment to a compatible level of style and situation
would
certainly
foster this development.
Assignment of Battalion

Staff

Officers:

The same principles
may be applied to the assignment of
officers
to the executive and special staffs.
As a matter of
working practice,
a battalion
commander, over the life of his
assignment (say approximately a year) normally rotates officers
within the battalion
in order to give some of them both command
and staff experience.
The reassignment normally occurs at the
mid-point of a one year tour.
As much as the battalion
cotmnander
thinks he is doing it to help the officers
involved, he is surely
influenced in his decision by the consequences of such action.
In other words, he will also want to maintain an efficient
staff
while at the same time having "strong" leaders within the companies.
Application
of the contingency model may allow him to maximize
his decisions as to who to rotate.
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For example, assume a typical case involves a choice between
assigning one of two company commanders to the job of the assistan -t
S-3 (Operations).
This billet
can be characterized
as one which
has a relatively
low task structure
and weak position power.
No longer his own boss, the officer will assume a secondary role
to the Operations Officer,
have little
authority,
exercise power
only over a small group, and be expected to execute a variety
of vague assignments.
The higher LPC officer
is better suited,
all other things being equnl, for the assignment.
The same
analysis concerning the placement of the replaced assistant
operations
officer will help to match the individual
and the
situation.
Commanding Officer/Executive

Officer:

The commanding-executive
officer relationship
has been
described as a pragmatic solution to the dichotomous demands of
leadership
{task function versus social-emotional
function).
This
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"dual leadership"
concept divides these functions between two
members of the unit; one acts as a task leader and the other as
the social-emotional
leader (Senger, p. 77-78) . Leaving aside
the questions as to who plays which role, the contingency model
can assist in the assignment policy for this tandem.
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The battalion
commander, for example, knowing his own style,
might take measures to insure that his executive officer
is of the
opposite style in order to maximize the effective
output of the
two man team. Similar assignments may be made from inter-battalion
personnel assets in establishing
the company commander-executive
officer pairs.
Questions:
In spite of the voluminous data presented by Fiedler,
the
contingency model has not been totally
accepted.
In a recent
test conducted by Hill to evaluate employees' perception
of how
their supervisor's
styles might change with different
situations,
he reported that "at least from the subordinates'
viewpoint
managers can exhibit some degree of style flexibility
thus obviating
the need to either replace the manager as t he situation
changes
or to modify the situation
to fit the leader's
capabilities"
(Hill, p. 43).
Cammalleri et al suggest that Hersey and Blanchard's
"life
cycle" theory ofleadership,
a theory which asserts
that the
psychological
age of a group is the determinant of effective
leadership
style (authoritarian
or democratic) and that style is
synonomous with behavior rather than personality,
be combined with
contingency model. They envision using the contingency model
for long range effects with life cycle applications
for short term
effects.
Yukl suggests a multiple linkage model based on the
interaction
of leader behavior,
situational
variables,
and
intermediate
variables
of subordinate motivation,
task-role
organization
and subordinate
skill level.
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Kerr and Harlan raise another interesting
twist to the
contingency model theory in asserting
that increased training
and experience may also alter an individual's
LPC score (Kerr and
Harlan, p. 116). Thus it would be possible
for a low LPC leader
to change to a more relationship-oriented
style.
If such a change
took place while in a favorable situation,
a resultant
decrease
in performance would occur.
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Summary and Conclusions:
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Current thinking concerning the role of leaders discounts
the traditional
concept of the "great leader" theory and focuses
attention
to the interaction
of the leader and his goals with the needs
and goals of his followers,
Conflicting
views on what, in fact,
explains leader behavior and effectiveness
preclude
a clear cut,
precise definition
of leadership •
Current Marine Corps doctrine
envisions its leaders as
adaptive men who should be able to master all leadership
situations.
The leadership
traits
and principles,
integrated
with an increasing
awareness of individual
needs, provide the foundations for leadership.
Fiedler's
contingency model of leadership,
although not "the
answer" to leadership,
offers a means to more clearly understand
the effects of leadership
training on performance.
Extensive
documentation and validation
lend credence to its potential,
although
it is not without its critics.
It appears to have practical
application
to tactical
units by providing commanders with a means to
more accurately
obtain the optimum match between the leader and the
situation,
thereby increasing
unit performance.
It is particularly
appealing in view of the fact that existing research has not established
a consistent,
direct correlation
to prove that leadership
training
increases organizational
performance.
·
It is recommended that the Marine Corps Education and Development
Center modify its officer
education program to integrate
the
understanding
of the contingency model and its potential
usefulness
with existing
doctrine,
This concept, as well as the awareness and
appreciation
of other current thinking in the area of social
psychology, will provide greater depth and meaning to officers'
understanding
of leadership
than is presently
the case.
-
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Survivor

Benefit

Plan

-

A

Case

Study

By Hcvr.oldT. Hobb4
Pu.b.ti..c.Law 92-42 5, Su.bc.ha.p.tvz.!1, .tale "SMv-l.voJt.
Bene.6.UPlan", appLi.u uni.60llmly to pelt.6onnet bt .the.
Mmed Fo1t.c.u, .the. Na..t.i.ona.lOc.,uuu.c.and A;tmo4phe1Uc.
Adm,i.riM
.tfta:tion, and :the. Pu.bile. Hea.Uh Svz.v-lc.e.who a.11.e.
e.n.ti.:tte.dto 1t.e.tilt.edalt. 1tua.l ne.1t.pa.y. Tlu..tipa.pe.lL
p!LU v iu 4 ame.o6 .the. a.dva.nta.g
u a.nd fuadvan,t:a.gu o6
.the. SU11.v-l.vo1t
Be.ne6il Plan .thltou.gh a. c.a..6e4.tLLdy06 a.
pall.t,lc.u.ia.Jt
plt04pe.c..tlve.
c.a.nd-lda.:te..Tfu.6pa.pe.lLWa.6
pll.e.pa.1t.ed
in June. 1974 a.nd 11.e-6,iec.ubene.6,lu a.nd co.6:lb
a.6 0

a

o.

6 .tha.:ttime..

Th..ui pa.pvz.Wa.6 .6ubmi.tted .to Cornma.nde.1t.
Bened-lk..t.6.6011
6011.0Jr.ga.ni.za..ti.on
a.nd Ma.na.geme.n:t(MN 3105).
Introduction:
On 21 September 1972 Public Law 92-425, the nsurvivor Benefit
Plan" was signed by President Richard Nixon. This plan is designed
primarily
to protect the income of a retiree's
widow between the
time the youngest dependent child leaves the family and the time the
widow begins collecting
old age
Social Security.
The plan also
applies to dependents of, or to natural persons with an insurable
interest
in, retirees
who would have no eligible
widow; however, these
are limited applications
and will not be considered in this paper.
Numerous articles,
pamphlets, booklets,
etc. have been written
on the necessity
and advantages of the Survivor Benefit Plan (SBP
as it is called);
however, t here are a number of disadvantages
to
this plan when compared to alternative
plans such as life insurance
or annuities,
but there is a noticeable
lack of literature
addressing
the disadvantages,
The purpose of this case study will be to consider
a particular
prospective
candidate for the SBP, present some of the
advantages and disadvantages
of the plan as it would apply to his
situation,
attempt to determine whether or not participation
in the
SBP at some level would be the best course of action and, by a cost
analysis,
determine what level of benefits
for his widow would be
optim um i f participation
in the program does appear to be the best
course of action for him.

Ueu.te>ta.n:tHaJLoldT. Hobb4, U.S. Na.vy, ne.~e-lvedh-i..6B.S. degne.e
oJr.O
m .the Un-lve.M-Uy 06 U.ta.h-ln 1968. He.i4 plt.Uett.tf.y a. ca.nd-lda.,te.
601t..the. M.S. deg1tee in Ma.na.ge.me.n:t,
Na.val. Po6.tg1t.a.du.a.te
Sc.hoot.
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Background:
I. M. Dunne, Commander, U.S. Navy will retire from active service
on 1 August 1974. Commander Dunne, his wife Ursala, and their two
children,
Ron and Bonnie, will reside in the Del Monte Forest area
of the Monterey Bay area after retirement.
Commander Dunne will
retire after 22 years of active service at the age of 44. Mrs.
Dunne is two years his junior, Ron is 19, and Bonnie is 17 years of
age. CDRDunne's base for computing retired pay is $1786.80 per
month; therefore,
his retired pay will be $982.74 per month. CDR
Dunne may ensure that his wife
(or children,
at additional
cost) will
receive a monthly benefit from the government of 55% of the "basic amount"
of his retired pay should he predecease her.
The "basic amount"
may be either his full retired pay or any lesser amount, but not
less than $300. The benefit to Mrs. Dunne would range from a maximum
of $540.50 per month if his full retired pay is his "basic amount",
or nothing if he elects not to participate
in the SBP program. (The
amounts specified
are derived from CDRDunne's current retired pay).
If CDRDunne desires his maximum "basic amount" to be used for the SBP
in order to provide his spouse with the maximum benefit,
he need do
nothing, since the "automatic in" provision of the SBP provides
the spouse with maximum protection.

"AU.hough the. a.u.:toma.ti.c.-i.n
plLov-i.6.lonc.a.U.h 601L
.6pot.Uie.
only pll.Ote.c.:ti.on
:to be. bcu.ed on 11.e.ti.Jr.e.e.'.6
6u.U.11.e.tvr.e.d
pay, he. ca.n c.oUe.c..ta. lu.6 ell. amount
.to be. t.Uie.dcu. the. ba..6e.amount OIL ca.n de.c.U..ne.
.to
pa.Jr..:li.ci..pa..te..
Howe.veJL,
a. 1t.e.tilt.lngmembeJL
who .6e.le.c.t6
a. le..6.6eJL amount, de.c.U..nu paJLt.lci..pa;Uon,011.pJLOvi.du .
c.oveJLa.ge.
oni.y 6011.a. c.hil..d (OIL c.hil.dlLe.n)when :the11.e.
~o
.l6 a.n othe/l.W.Ui
e eLi.g.lble. .6pot.Ui
e., mt.L.6.t
pu.:ttha..t de.w.i.on
ht IIJllLtutg a..t le.a.-6.t30 da.y.6be.6011.e.
the. 6i.lL.6.tda.y he.
OIL .6he.ca.n Jt.e.c.uve.Jt.e.t..Ur.e.d
pay." (SUll.v.lvoJt.
Be.ne.6li
Plan, VOVPA - 11, U.S. GoveJLnme.n.t
PIUYLt,lng066.i.c.e.,
1973 pp 7-8)
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"I 6 a. pe.11..6on
who .l6 ma.tvr.ie.d
e.le.c.t:6not .to paJLUci..pa..te.
.i.n the. pl.a.n a.:t the. ma.x.imum
level, tha..t pe.11..6on
'.6
.6pot.L.6e.
hha.U.be no.t-i.6-i.e.d
06 the. de.w-lon. An e.lec..tlon
no.t :to pa.Jr..:li.ci..pa..te.
i.n .the. Pla.n -l6 .i.M.e.voca.b.e.e.
i6 not
Jt.evok.e.dbe601t.e.the. da.te. on whi.c.hthe. pe.11..6on
6i.Mt
becomu e.t1.ti;t.te.d.to ILe.t..iJr.e.d OIL 1t.e.t.a.i.neJL
pa.y."
(PubUc. La.w92-429, SU1Lvi.vo1t.
Be.ne.oU Pla.n)
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CDR Dunne has three alternatives
concerning the SBP. He may
opt for the "automatic in" provis i on thus utilizing
the maximum
"basic amount", or he may request in writing to either utilize
a
lesser "basic amount" (but not less than $300), or, to not participate
at all.
The decision he makes will be irrevokable,
and it must be
made by 1 July 1974. The cost of these alternatives
will now be
d1scussed in an attempt to determine, from a cost standpoint,
which
alternative
would be the optimum for CDR. Dunne.
The$

0-

Cost of Benefits :

The SBP will provide the widow of a retired
person with 55%
of the "basic amount" elected.
The cost of this benefit is 2~%
of the first
$300.00 of the "bas:f:c amount'' plus 10% of that amount
exceeding $300.00 for a spouse - only benefit.
This cost is withheld
from the members retired pay and is not considered as taxable
income. The cost of the SBP, then can be determined for any "basic
amount" selected from the following equation:
C =

[1.0-T]

[$7.50 + 0.1 (B - $300.00)]

EQ. 1

where C is the cost to the retiree
each month, Bis the "basic
amount" elected,
and Tis the individual's
personal federal income
tax rate.
(It should be noted that C in EQ. 1 is not the amount
with held from the retiree's
paycheck.
The amount held from a retiree's
paycheck would be larger than C of EQ. 1).
The benefit received
by the widow would be 55% of the base amount or:
BENEFIT"" 0.55 B

where B, a gain,

EQ.

i s t he "basic

2

amount" selected.

Assuming th a t CDR. Dunne is in a 20% federal income tax bracket
aft er re t irement, his monthly cost for electing
the minimum and
maximum monthly benefits
are shown in TABLE1.
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1

Withheld from
Paycheck

Basic
Amount

Actual
Cost
(EQ. 1)

Monthly
Widow's
Benefit
(EQ. 2)

$300.00 (Minimum)

$ 7.50

$ 6.00

$165.00

$330.00
(Minimum + 10%)

$10.50

$ 8.40

$181. 00

$982.74 (Maximum)

$75.77

$60.62

$540.50

It can be seen from Table 1, that CDRDunne can provide his
wife with a guaranteed minimum monthly income ranging from $540.50
a month at a cost, after tax considerations,
ranging from $60.62
a month. It appears as though participation
in the SBP at the
minimum "basic amount" would be a desirable
alternative
in lieu
of the apparently inexpensive cost of benefits described thus far;
however, there are a number of other considerations
that must
be discussed before CDRDunne makes his irrevocable
decision •.
Some Further

()
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Considerations:

As Public Law 92-425 is written,
an irrevocable
decision
pertaining
to the SBP means just that.
Once CDRDunne decides
to participate
in the Plan, he will pay into it for the rest of
his life, regardless
of when his wife dies.
If he elects the
spouse-only option, and his spouse predeceases him, he continues
to pay at the same rate, or more, even though there is no longer
an eligible
beneficiary.
(The "basic amount" elected increases
as the CPI increases,
the "cost" of the Plan increases by 10% of
the increase in the CPI. Benefits increase by 55% of this
increased
"basic annuity").
His wife will also become ineligible
as a beneficiary
through divorce, but the costs for the Plan to
CDR Dunne still
continue until
he dies.
If he predeceases his
wife, she may receive SBP benefits
since,
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"An a.n.rw.itypa.ya.b.f
.e. .to :the. be.ne.6,lchvr.y:te/lJIU.na.te.6
e.66e.c..ti.ve
a.&06 .the. 6.-i.lt.6.t
da.y 06 :the. month bt wh.ic.h
eli..g,ib,U,Uy ..ui lo1>:t.. An a.ttnLLl:ty 6oil. a. w,ldow oil.
w.i.dowell.
.oha..U be. pa.ld wlu.1.e. :the. w.i.dowoil. W-i.dowell.
..ui Uv,ln.g oil., ,l6 :the. w.i.dowOIL w,ldowe.ll.11.ema11.Jt,lu
be601te 1tea.ch.ln.gage. 60 a.nd :tha:t mcwua.ge.
..ui .te/U'lt-l
na.ted
by death, a.nnu.lme.n:t,OIL cU.vottc.e,payment 06 :the
a.nnu.lty wil.l be. 1tuu.med e.66ec..tlve.a.&06 .the 61.M.t
d.a.y 06 .the. man.th in wh.lc.h:the maJI.Jt,la.ge
i-6 .60
.teMt-i.na.:te.d.Howe.veil.,i.6 :the w.i.dowoil w.i.dowell.i-6
~o e.n.titted .to a.n a.nnu..i..tyundell. th..ui 1, e.c..tlon
ba.&
e.d upon :the ma.Nua.ge.oo .teJtmi.na.ted, :the. widow
01t w.ldowell.ma.y no.t Jtec.e.lve both a.n,w,i,tiu bu.t mu..o.t
e-le.c..twhic.h one .to Jte.c.e.lve." (PubUc. Law 9 2-42 5I
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Assuming that CDRDunne predeceases Ursala she is an
"eligible"
beneficiary
at the time of his deatht and she does
not remarry prior to age 60, she still
may not (in fact probably
will not) receive the benefit elected due to the "Social Security
Offset."

.,16 a. w-i.dowha-6 oni'.y one. de.pendent child in hell.
c.aJLe.,.the amount 06 :the. motheJr.'I> Soc.,i.a,lSe.c.wz..i;ty
bene.6.U a..ttlubu.:ta.b
.te. .to :the. 1te..t-i.Jtee'
..6mil..U:aJuj
.oell.v-i.cewill be 0661>e-t6JtOm.the 55%annu.lty pa.ya.bl.e
u.ndell..tkU plan. The. mo:the.Jt'
.6 1,ha.Jc.e.
06 :the. Soc-i.a.l.
Sec.U/t.i.ty be.ne.6.U-i.n tluA Ca.6e..ui jU.6:t. abou.t 50%
06 .the bene6U pa.ya.ble.. Adcllti.ona.U.y, a.6t e.Jtw,i.dowi-6
a.ge. 62, whell.e.:the.ll.e.a.tte no de.pendent c.h..i..t.dlr.
en .to be.
c.CVted6011.,:the. amount 06 :the. widow' .6 Soc-i.a.l.Se.c.Wt.lty
be.ne.6.l:t a.t:t.Jubu.ta.b.f.e.
to :the. Jte..t-iltee.' 1, milliaJr.y
..6e.Jtv-lc.e.
w.Ul. be. 066.oe.:t611.0m
.the. 55%a.mw.lt y . •• ••
The. ac.tu.al 0661>e.twill be. c.ai.cu.la..tedby :the Navy
Fhuuic.e. Ce.n:te.ll.,CR.eve.i.a.nd.,
Ohio" ••••• (Un-l6011.med
Sell.v-lc.e.6
Su.tr.v,lvoJtBe.ne.6U Plan)
Of particular
interest
is the fact that Ursala's SBP benefit
will be offset
(reduced) by the amount of Social Security benefits
attributable
to CDR Dunne's military service whether she actually
receives any Social Security payments or whether her Social Security
payments are a result of her own credits.
The fact that she is
"entitled"
to receive Social Security benefits
due to CDRDunne's
military
service would reduce her SBP payments.
With the above
considerations
in mind it should be obvious that the SBP may not
yield the benefits
for which opted.
Assumi~g (rather naively at this
point) that Ursala were to receive exactly what CDRDunne opted for,
whether it be the minimum, maximum or an intermediate
income, the
cost of this option may increase over the years.
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Some Further
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Cost Considerations:

One of the major advantages of the Survivor Benefit Plan is
that it provides an eligible
widow with a 11guaranteed 11 minimum
monthly income that is automatically
increased as the CPI increases;
thus, the widow's benefit will not be eroded due to the effects of
inflation.
There is a cost associated
with this advantage of the
Plan, though, which will now be demonstrated.
Assuming that CDRDunne elects the maximum basic amount of
$982,74 for the SBP, his monthly cost would be $60.62 (as shown
in Table 1) after he retires.
Additionally,
assuming that at some
Lime in the future the CPI increases by 10%, CDRDunne's new 11basic
amount" would then be $1,081.01, the new benefit would be $594.55
(EQ. 2), and his new cost would be $68.48 (EQ, 1) assuming that
he remains in a 20% income tax bracket,
The widow's benefit has
increased by $7.86, or 14.5% of the increased benefit.
(The
additional
cost as a percentage of the increase in benefits
would
be over 18%, neglecting
the effects of income tax, since the cost
of any CPI adjustment is 10% of that adjustment whereas the benefit
increases by only 55% of the adjustment).
Thus, if CDRDunne participates
in the SBP program, it will
cost him 2½%of the first
$300 of his "basic amount", ten
pe:ruint of t.he excess of his base over $300 and an additional
cost exceeding 10% of any additional
benefit resulting
from a CPI
increase,
An Alternative

0
0

Plan:

Although the SBP does have serious disadvantages,
primarily
the irrevocable
nature of decisions concerning it and the continued
cost when there are no beneficiaries,
the primary purpose of the
program is to provide an eligible
widow with a guaranteed income.
In this respect the program appears to meet its purpose at a
relatively
inexpensive cost, at least for the minimum "basic amount"
and during the period between the time the youngest dependent child
leaves the family and the widow begins drawing old age Social
Security.
In order for the reader to obtain a "feel" for the cost
of the SBP, this cost will now be compared to that of an alternative
plan.
This plan is not presented,
necessarily
as a vehicle with
which to replace the SBP but, rather,
to demonstrate that there are
existing alternatives
with costs on the same order of magnitude as
the costs of the SBP.
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The closest alternative
to the SBP would probably be a decreasing
term insurance policy.
The cost of such a policy would be constant,
whereas the amount paid to a widow would decrease as the age of
the insured increases.
This would be somewhat similar to the SBP
annuity where the monthly cost remains fixed (ignoring CPI increases)
and the total benefit to a widow would decrease as the age of the
service member increases
(monthly benefits would be paid for a
shorter period of time).
Although a decreasin@ term insurance
policy and the SBP are very different,
they are conceptually
similar
if they are both looked at as costic& a certain amount of money for
a certain guaranteed cash benefit over a similar period of time,

0-

In order to demonstrate the costs of a term insurance policy
that would provide an income benefit
similar to the SBP annuity,
the cost of such a policy must be equivalent
to the cost of the
SBP annuity as given by EQ, 1. The income benefit of a term insurance
policy could be acquired in various manners, but will be assumed
to be taken in a lump sum and deposited in a bank, or otherwise
reinvested,
at a 6% continuously
compounded rate.
(Continuous
compounding of such a deposit is probably not entirely
realistic;
however, many Savings and Loan institutions
compound interest
quarterly,
monthly or in some cases daily.
If the number of
compounding periods is sufficiently
large, any of these periods
can be reasonably approximated, for purposes of this paper, by
continuous compounding).
The lump sum required in order to provide
the same income benefit as an SBP annuity will be the total present
value of a policy required in order to give the same total amount
as all monthly SBP checks for the same period of time.
CDR Dunne will be 44 years old when he retires
and Mrs. Dunne
will be 42. A 20 year decreasing term insurance policy would be
required to provide Ursala with a benefit between the time retirement
by CDR Dunne is accomplished and the time that Ursala begins
receiving Social Security payments (age 62 is assumed).
The cost
of such a policy would be approximately
$.53 per. $1,000 of initial
value insurance for CDR Dunne depending upon the insurance company
utilized.
(Field Rate Book - U.S. - Male Lives, New York Life
Insurance Company, 1970, TABLED - 44). The present value of the
insurance required can be determined from the equation:

p
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which becomes 139.76B, for the present case, as shown in Appendix
I. Equating the cost of an SBP annuity to the "equivalent"
cost
of a 20-year decreasing term insurance policy, then, would give: 1
[1.0-T]

.o

[7.50 + .1 (B - 300)]

~

.55 (139.76B)

(0.53/1,000)

EQ. 3

Assuming a 20% federal income tax rate, and solving EQ.3
for B, the "basic amount", yields approximately
$458.48,
This is the "basic amount" for which the cost of an SBP annuity
would equal the cost of a 20-year decreasing term policy (which
would be invested at 6% compounded interest).
Both the SBP annuity
and the amount drawn from the invested policy proceeds would give
Ursala $252.16 per month and both would cost CDR. Dunne $23.35
per month beginning in August of 1974. Although $252.16 would
be received each month under either alternative,
the SBP annuity
is taxable as ordinary incoma to the widow whereas only the interest
received from the invested insurance policy would be taxable.
As can be seen from EQ. 3 this is essentially
a break-even
analysis.
For any "basic amount" less than $458.48, the cost
of an SBP annuity becomes increasingly
attractive
(less cost
compared to insurance) whereas for any amount over $458.48, the
cost of an insurance policy would become increasingly
attractive.
Due to the differences
between the SBP and an insurance
policy received in a lump sum, the above has been a very superficial
analysis;
however, it does demonstrate,
from a cost standpoint,
that the SBP becomes more expensive relative
to an insurance
policy at some amount. Insurance rates and policies
vary
considerably
among the different
insurance companies.
A
decreasing term policy can be obtained at even less cost than
the rates demonstrated in this paper.

C

The break-even analysis did not
inflation.
Inflation
would decrease
benefit received from either the SBP
proceed in equal amounts.
Under the

1.

consider the effects of
the purchasing power of the
or a lump sum insurance
SBP the "basic amount", and

The left side of EQ, 3 is EQ. 1. On the right side the factor
of (0.53/1,000)
is the monthly rate per $1,000 of insurance.
139,76B is the present
value of the required policy and 0.55 is
utilized
to provide the same benefit as that received from EQ. 1.
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thus the annuity, will be adjusted periodically
as the CPI indicates,
but this would not be the case with a lump sum insurance policy.
The increased annuity under the SBP; however, does cost more; thus,
the same effect could be obtained by purchasing additional
insurance,
provided the insured remains insurable.
The choice of a decreasing term insurance policy would provide
a widow with an emergency fund which the SBP would not.
The SBP
provides the widow with a guaranteea monthly payment. The proceeds
from an insurance policy; however, are obtained in a lump sum
immediately.
The entire amount of the remainder of an invested
lump sum (the amount remaining after deducting all monthly payments
withdrawn and accruing interest
on the remaining
principle)
is
available
to the widow at any time, for emergency, or other purposes.
However, assuming that all monthly proceeds from this investment
are drawn as stated in the break-even analysis,
the balance of the
account would be zero after 20 years.
The SBP proceeds, though
reduced by the Social Security offset,
would still
have some value
at the end of the 20 years.
As previously
stated,
the cost for the first $300 base
of the SBP is only 2½%. For any base amount above $300, the
cost is 10%. The initial
2½%costs relatively
little
(less than
a decreasing term insurance policy) whereas the 10% cost is more
than an insurance policy.
In order to minimize costs,
(rather
than just break-even) for any benefit above $165 per month,
the best method to choose would be to purchase the SBP annuity for
the minimum "basic amount" of $300 at a cost of $7.50.
(ignoring
taxes) and apply the remainder to term insurance.
In the case
cited previously,
the break-even cost of $23.35 would purchase. an
annuity of $262.16 monthly.
By purchaei~g the minimum annuity for
$7.50 per month, the remaining cost ($23.35 - $7.50 = $15.85)
would purchase a larger,
or longer lasting,
decreasing term policy,
or could be otherwise invested,
in order to provide some value
at the end of the 20 year period.
Of course any increases
in the
"basic amc.unt11 of the SBP as a result of CPI increases will still
increase
the cost of the SBP annuity, even if this minimum amount
were to be selected.
As can be seen from Table 1, again, just a
10% increase in the 11basic amount 11 (from $300 to $330) will
increase the cost from $7.50 before taxes to $10.50 before taxes,
thus a relatively
large cost increase is necessary for the $16.50
(55% of $30) ir.crease in benefit.
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Little has been said to this point about whether CDR Dunne
might select other than the widow-only option.
He may also opt
to include Ron and Bonnie in the SBP in order to provide them
with the annuity proceeds in the event he and Ursala should die
at the same time or in the event that he predeceases Ursala and
Ursala dies before the youngest child reaches age 18 (or age 22
if a full-time
student).
Whether he does this, or not, is irrelevent
to the decision of how much of an annuity to provide Ursala with
since the children would be covered at the same rate.

"The. c.ollt to the. membeJL
e.te.c.u.ngc.oveJta.ge.601t.
a.
.6poi.u,e.a.nd c.hil.dlr.enwm be. c.ompu-tede.x.a.c.:tty
a..6
:the. c.o.6t 601t.
a. c.oveJta.ge.601t.
a. .6pol.L6e.
onty, ~
a. modu.t a.d.cLltlcna..f.
a.c.:tLlaJt.,i.a.
c.halr.ge601t.the. c.o.6.:t
06 the c.h.U.d.Jt.en'
.6 c.oveJtage.bMed on the. a.ge.06 the.
membe.Jt.,
.the. age. 06 the. llpoi.u,e., a.nd the. age. 06 .the.
younge,1,.tc.hil.d. Nolt.ma.Uy,tlu..6 add.Ltlona...f.
c.ha.ltge.
w.iU. be. lU,6 .:tha.n1 pe.Jt.c.e.nt06 the. ba..6e.
a.mount
a.nd wW. .tvr.mina.te.when .the. youngu.t c.hil.d -l6 no
longe.Jt.a.n <?li.gible.a.nmu:.:tmit." IUYL-i601t.me.d
Se.1t.v.l.c.u
SUJt.v.l.volt.
Be.ne.6.l..t
Pta.n)
Since Ron is now 19 years of age and Bonnie is now 17 years of
age , Ron will only be eligible
as a beneficiary
for 3 years,
provided he goes to school, and Bonnie for a maximum of 5
years provided she continues in school for those five years.
Although the cost for this option is small and it does
cease when the children are no longer eligible
to receive any
possible beneifts,
CDR Dunne would probably elect not to
provide this benefit due to the relatively
short time Ron
and Bonnie would be eligible.

C
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Before concludinc
it would seem appropriate
to sutmnarize
the various advantages and disadvantages
of the SBP as they would
apply to CDR Dunne and his family.
Advantages

and Disadvantages

Swmnarized:

The advantages and disadvantages
of the SBP as compared to
an alternative
plan such as the 20 year decreasing term insurance
policy discussed in the previous sections,
as they apply to CDR.
Dunne's decision,
are swmnarized below.
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Advantages:
1.

He may elect to participate
physical condition.

regardless

of his age or

0-

2.

His widow is assured
unmarried lifetime.
pay utilized
for the
living increase based

of minimum income during her
The "basic amount" of retired
Plan is increased by a cost of
upon the Consumer Price Index.

3.

SBP premiums are deductible
for federal tax purposes.

4.

While two children remain in the household (under
age 18, or age 22 if attending
school), no Social
Security Benefits will be deducted from the Survivor
Benefit annuity payments.

from ordinary

income

Disadvantages:
1.

Participation
in the SBP at the maximum amount is
automatic unless declined in writing 30 days prior
to retirement.
Once CDR Dunne elects whether to
participate
or not, his option is irrevocable.
The
program may not be altered
at any time.

2.

Costs for the SBP will not be discontinued
if Ursala
predeceases CDR Dunne or divorce occurs.
CDR Dunne
continues to pay costs thro ughout his li f etime with
no benefits
paid to anyone.
If he remarries,
his new
wife will become eligible
after a two year waiting
period, or after a child is born of that marriage.

3.

Remarriage of a widow who is collecting
benefits,
prior
to age 60, will make her ineligible
for further
SBP
benefits.

4.

When a widow has only one eligible
child in her care,
the SBP income benefit
is reduced by any "mother's"
Social Security benefits
to which she may be entitled.

5.

At age 62, Ursala's
widow's benefits
will be reduced
by Social Security benefits
earned by CDR Dunne
during his service years; therefore,
any increase in
Social Security benefits
will reduce any SBP benefits
after age 62 of the widow.
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6.

Although the monthly "basic amount" increase is
limited by the CPI, the monthly cost will always
increase by 10% on all basic amounts above $300 per
month. The effect of this increase could substantially
increase the cost of the program to CDRDunne over a
period of time •

7.

The SBP income is a fixed monthly benefit which shall
be included in the widow's gross income for federal
tax purposes.
A widow requiring
emergency or
educational
funds for children would have to look
elsewhere.

Conclusion:
Public Law 92-425, the "Survivor Benefit Plan" became
effective
on 21 September 1972. This plan, called the SBP, was
designed primarily to protect the income of military retirees'
widows between the time the youngest child leaves the family and
the widow starts collecting
old age Social Security.
The case
study presented in this paper examined the SBP in order to determine
how it would apply to CDRI. M. Dunne, who will retire from active
service on 1 August 1974. The examination disclosed that . there
are numerous advantages and disadvantages
of the SBP when compared
to a decreasing term life insurance policy for CDRDunne. These
advantages and disadvantages
are summarized in this paper.
It was
determined that participation
in the SBP at the minimum level of
$300 per month for a widow's only benefit would be the most
advantageous course of action for CDRDunne and an additional
decreasing term life insurance policy could be effectively
utilized
(from a cost view point) to provide income benefits in addition to
the $165 per month annuity that SBP benefit would provide.

0
0

Due to the conceptual differences
between the SBP program
and an insurance policy received in a lump sum, the cost analysis
comparison presented in this paper has been, admittedly,
a very
superficial
one. It was undertaken solely to demonstrate that
alternatives
with costs on the same order of magnitude of the costs
of the SBP do exist.
The analysis of the SBP undertaken in preparation
paper has brought many questions to mind, such as:
1.

How will the effects
of the SBP?

of inflation

2.

What is the actual "Social Security
expected at a widow's age 62?
43

affect

for this

the costs

offset"

to be

3.

How does the. military
SBP compare to other retirement
benefit programs in industry and Civil Service?

4.

How can an analysis be general .ized to demonstrate
the costs versus benefits
for all eligibl~
retirees?

5.

How do the costs of other than the widow's only option
compare to the costs presented in this paper?

6.

What is the cost to the government of administering
the program, at present,
and what are the expected
costs in the future?

7.

What additional
costs would the govemment incur
if some of the disadvantages
of the program were
eliminated?

0
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The answers to these questions are the intended object of a
thesis project by the author.
As Public Law 92-425 is now written,
the ramifications
of various options are not readily apparent to the
majority of potential
military
retirees.
It would be desirable,
from a retiree's
viewpoint,
to add flexibility
to the SBP which is
not now possible.
Whether or not this would be possible without
t.£.E',sive additional
costs to the government remains to be determined.

0
0
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APPENDIX

0

I

Assuming that a lump sum (P) is received from an insurance policy
and invested at a continuously
compounded interest
rate (r) and that
a monthly withdrawal (B) is made from this account, the account balance
will decrease at a rate of:

.o

Be-rt

dt

If monthly payments are to start
throushout a period T, then the total
yield this monthly annuity is:
P •

f!Be-rt

immediately and continue
amount, P, needed today to
dt

or
p ...

B

(1 - e-rt)
r

For an annual interest
rate of 6% (monthly rate
a time, T, of 20 years, (240 months) this becomes,
P • 139.76 B

0

C

EQ.A
of 0.5%) and

EQ. B

This amount is the present value of the annuity and can be found
from a table of present values vice using EQ. A. Fot example
TABLEA-1 of the Appendix to Accounting for Managerial
Analysis
by
James M. Fremgen, gives present values of an annuity of $1.00
received or paid in a steady stream throughout n years in the future.
Using the row n•20 and the 6% column, the present value is determined
to be 11.6467, for 20 annual periods,
240 periods would be required
for a monthly income for 20 years; therefore,
the present value factor
of 11.6467 when multiplied
by 12 becomes 139.76, exactly the result
obtain from EQ. A. EQ. A appears to be somewhat easier to work with
since it is applicable
for wide ranges of interest
rates and
payment periods and either a table of exponential
functions
(ex or e-x)
or a pocket calculator
with the function ex
may be used
for calculations
vice present value tables ,
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Introduction:

0
0

A highly unsophisticated,
statistically
invalid survey was
conducted by the author among his peers to determine the extent of
knowledge relating
to matters of Federal and International
law enforcement
by U.S. Naval Forces on territorial
and high seas.
The results
of this
survey suggest that 11a dangerous gap of knowledge" may exist among the
"Navy's finest".
With the ever increasing
possibility
of a 200 mile
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) being established
by the United States,
it was felt that the matter "where we stand and where might we go"
merited some investigation.
Presumably, the extension from 12 miles
to 200 miles of ocean area under State jurisdiction
would put a strain
on the available
assets of the U.S. Coast Guard (Chapeau, 1974).
One possible solution would be the enlistment of U.S. Naval assets
to assist in their enforcement role,
This paper will examine the
Navy's present position
regarding its legal rights to enforce Federal
law on territorial
and high seas and discuss procedures related to
assist in the enforcement of Federal law, and finally
attempt to
predict future developments,
The Navy's Present

Role:

The rules of engagement, visit and search, seizure,
capture and
other related areas are thoroughly addressed in naval publications
with regard to a wartime environment (NWIP 10-2),
In time of peace,
however, very little
mention is made pertaining
to the U. S. Navy's
role as a Federal law enforcement agency.
This is, in fact, because it

Ue.u.:te.na.n:t
F. M. Reynolc:U, U. S. Na.vyJtecuve.d h.i..liB.S. deg1te.e.6Jtom
-the. Urr.i.veM.lty 06 Wa.iih.i.ngton.i.n 1966. He -l6 p1tue.ntt.y a. c.a.ncllda.te.
fiolL
-the. M.S. de.g1tee.b t Ocea.nogJL.aphy,
Na.vctl Poi.tglLCl.c:lua.te
School.
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has none. Article 0915 of U.S. Navy Regulations specifically
prohibits
the use of force in time of peace, except as a measure of self-defense
or 3S the result of an immediate threat of force from another State.
Even violators
of treaties
or International
law cannot be apprehended
(U.S. Code, 1970).
These include the traditional
historic
rights regarding
piracy {Colombos, 1951), violation
of innocent passage, intentional
damage to cables and pipelines,
illegal
fishing,
transport
of illegal
immigrants (S11lith, 1954), smuggling, pollution,
ana a myriad of other
violations
of treaties,
Federal and International
law. Even the Navy's
time honored rights regarding verification
of flag state control
of merchant vessels has little
bite.
The best we can do with regard
to a merchantman who refuses to reveal his flag is to report the incident
to proper authority
and proceed on our way (Smith, 1954) . Violation
of International
laws or treaties
should be documented and reported
to diplomatic or consular representatives
of the United States (including
the unit's
own chain of counnand) (U.S.Code, 1970), while violation
of
Federal law should be reported to the nearest Federal law enforcement
agency (U.S. Navy Regulations,
1970), generally the U.S. Coast Guard.

0

Q.

The United States Code does, however, make provision for
enforcement of regulations
by U.S. Naval Forces in time of peace.
The authority
is generally a result of executive proclamation
or
direction,
and includes such areas as . blockades (the Cuban Blockade
of October 23, 1962) (Marsh, 1960), assisting
in halt of illegal
immigration and control of illegal
goods (drugs, etc.) being introduced
into the United States.
The primary legal basis for the declaration
of the Cuban missile
quarantine of 1962 was based on Article 51 of the United Nations
Charter, which states in part, 11Nothing in the present Charter shall
impair the inherent right of individual
or collective
self-defense
if an armed attack occurs against a member of the United Nations ••• ".
The two legal requirements which must be shown to exist in order
to invoke the doctrine of self-defense
are necessity
and proportionality
(Clark, 1972).
Once these two conditions were met (or at least agreed
upon as having been satisfied),
legal justification
was established
for the declaration
of the quarantine.
The operational
guidelines
used by the U.S. Naval Forces in the
enforcement of this quarantine were selected portions of NWIP 20-l.
The general regulations
involving hailing,
visit and search (including
examination of ships papers, with a detailed
listing
of what papers
are generally carried aboard a merchant vessel) and rights and
obligations
of the boarding officer are in accord with traditional
I nternational
laws of the sea (Colombos, 1951).
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What the Havy Can Do:
While under the present conditions which the U.S. Navy operates
it has no enforcement jurisdiction
of Federal laws, there is a role which
it can assume in the assistance
of Federal law enforcement.
That position is essentially
one of "witness for the prosecution",
and included in that role are provisions
for presentation
of evidence
and testimony.
In this general area, I fear, the Naval Service has
fallen into neglect.
Having previously
commanded a commissioned
vessel of the U.S. Navy, it is now realized
that my general indoctrination
totally neglected even mention of this role.
Not only was I unaware
of what the Navy's function was regarding law enforcement, but also the general
nature of the laws, themselves,
and what could be done in an effort
to assist in their enforcement.
In general terms, the Navy can best assist law enforcement efforts
by acting as a violation
reporting
and recording activity
(Carregan,
1974). This role, however, is not as easily accomplished as might
be superficially
assumed. The Navy's success as an evidence collection
activity
will be measured by the degree of success that its testimony
has as presented in courts of law. The Navy's efforts may, therefore,
depend on an understanding
and compliance with The Laws of Evidence,
As stated in the investigator's
manual for the U.S. Coast Guard Oil
Pollution
Investigation
and Control School, "this legal branch (the law
of evidence), however, is not only broad in expanse but also complicated
in detail - the rules of evidence being numerous, far reaching, and
difficult".
Perhaps some common pitfalls
regarding evidence collection
should
be mentioned in the form of a hypothetical
situation
to best illustrate
some potential
errors which could unnecessarily
jeopardize
the State's
case involving violation
of Federal law.

u.s.s.

0
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Fa11.~gl..Ltc.h(VV-999) .w pJt.oce.e.cU.ng
hi.ta Sa.n FJz.a.nci.hco
Ba.y. A.t. a. pohit e,i.ght mil.e.ti 6Jt.om
I>hoJt.e.
ti he ob.&
e/t.vu a.
ve.ue.l wLth ne.u ou..t a.ppaJLe.ntlye.nga.ge.d
in 6-iAlii.ng. Upon
a.ppJt.Oa.ching
c..lol>
ell 1>he .iA a.b.te.to ma.ke.ou..t wha.t a.ppeLVt.6
to be.
Sov.le.t. W!Llti.ngon the tite/Ll1 06 the. 6.i.hlii.ngve.ti.&ei.. The
Commruid.i.ng
06n.lce1t..iA now pJl.Ueni.ed w.l.th hi.& 6.lJt..&t
pMblem Wha..:t
to do? l1) ·Shoui.d he boaJtdthe. 0-iAheJUna.n?,
( 2) Ha...U.
lii.m a.nd 1tequ..i.lte
the ma..&te/t.oJt a. Jt.ep1tue.nt.a..ti.ve
to come.a.boa.Jt.d
the. du:tll.oye1t.a.nd a.ccount. 6otr.hi.& v.lolaUon
o 6 FedeJr.al.
.f.ouJ?,oJt. (3) PJr.oceed
.i.nto poJt.i.arid a..&.&wne
the.
Coa..&tGu.aJtdwill "handle U"?
Knowing that inquiries
in conjunction with any action which might
deprive the master of his freedom of action (i.e.,
boarding his vessel
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in conjunction with a board and search party, or even restricting
his
navigation while requesting
his intention)
may be a violation
of the
Supreme Court opinion regarding
the Miranda Case, and must be
preceded by the appropriate
warning
(Alberts,
1972).
Realizing he
has no Soviet speaking crewmen aboard (lucky for him), he decides on
a better course of action.
CIC and the bridge are both ordered to fix
the position of the fishing vessel and establish
her activities
with
every means available.
Visual, radar, sonar ECMand fire control
equipment are all used, with a witness at each station so that at
least
two individuals
can verify the manner in which the position
and activities
were established.
The ship's photographer
(with witness)
records the vessel (including land if possible)
and records other
relevant data including camera make, shutter speed, f stop, film type,
ship's position at time photograph was taken and all other pertinent
data.
Simultaneously,
the operations
officer has drafted a message
to the local Coast Guard district
commander as well as his own operational
commander apprising
them of the situation,
action taken, and requesting
instructions.
While awaiting a response from the beach, the Commanding
Officer realizes
that still
more can be done to verify the position and
activities
of the fishing vessel.
Photographs of the radar scope are
taken (with witness) and soundings in water depth to compare with the
destroyer's
track on the chart, DRT and NC-2. All ships clocks have
been synchronized,
and on all traces and records the time of occurrences
are noted.
All plots, navigational
tracks, observations,
and records
are maintained in ink.

0

Q.

0

By now, :the.ve.&.&e-l
l.&UU pJt.e.i.u.me.d
Sov-i.etl be.c.ornune.1tvol.L6
a.nd c.ommenc.utD -i.nha.ui.
he.1t ne.u wh.U..e.
~ et.Ung a c.oWr..6
e. 601r.
.the. ope.n oc.ea.n. S.tlll. no wo1t.dha.6 be.en 1r.ec.e.i.ved6Jtornthe
bea.c.h,.&o.the. plr.oc.u.&06 ob.&e1r.va.ti.on
a.nd .Jt.e.c.oJt.d-i.ng
c.onti.nu.e.l..

Another situation
report is merited at this time, advising
the Coast Guard that the suspect may be contemplating
a run for the
high seas.
This information
is vital for the decision process of the
local Coast Guard authorities.
The District
Commandant at this
point has at least three choices:
1. If time permits,
investigate
the incident.

a Coast Guard cutter

may be dispatched

0
0

to

2. An officer or petty officer
of the Coast Guard may be
transported
to the U.S. destroyer
(via helicopter),
break the
Ensign of the U.S. Coast Guard aboard the destroyer
(changing the legal
status of the destroyer to a Federal law enforcement agency) and
stopping the suspected vessel to board and investigate.
3. Dispatch an aircraft
surveillance
over the fishing
U, s. jurisdiction.

of the U.S. Coast Guard to maintain
vessel prior to her exit from waters

so

under

0

.o

Choices 2 and 3 merit
the situation.

some discussion

because

of their

impact on

Provisions
exist, with the concurrence of the Secretary of the Navy
and the Secretary of Transportation,
to break the Ensign of the U.S.
Coast Guard aboard any vessel belonging to the United States,
thereby
empowering the vessel (provided a Federal agent is embarked, i.e.,
a
Coast Guard officer)
to operate as an agency for Federal law enforcement
(U.S. Code Section 14).
In other words, the display of the Coast
Guard Ensign (or any other distinctively
Coast Guard marking) permits
a Federal law enforcement officer
to operate from that vessel.
Option three is somewhat more complex, and it involves the matter
of hot pursuit.
The crux involves the technicality
that hot pursuit
must be exercised by an agency with law enforcement authority
(Jessup, 1927; Chapeau, 1974).
The U.S. Naval vessel cannot then
conunence hot pursuit at this point and hand off to a unit of the
Coast Guard once the fisherman has escaped the area of State
jurisdiction.

&ued u.pon :the ,ln60Jr.ma..ti.on
:the. V-i.JdJuc:t Comma.nda.nt
Jt.e.c.ei.vednit.om:the Navy du:tJr.oye11.,he cU.6pa.tc.he.d
a c.ufte11.
oJt.omSa.n FJt.a.nc.lo
c.o whi.c.haNti.v ed ,ln .ti.me :t.oa.pp1t.ehe.nd
:the.
{i.u.hi.ng Ve.6.6e.l r.uWa.6Sov.i.et). The VU.6el WCt6 boa.ttded,
and :the c..i.lt.c.wn6.ta.nc.u
we11.e
.&uc.htha.;t .the ma.6.teJL
wa.&
c...l:ted6oJt.v.i.ola.ilo n o 6 Fede/La.£.
law. The 6-i..6
h.lng v e.6.6el.
wcu .then u c.olr.ted..i.n:t.opolr.t :t.oavxt.i.t legal p1toc.e.ecli.ng.&
•

0
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The Commanding Officer of the Farnsglitch,
being somewhat of a
sea lawyer, realizes
that his job is not yet complete.
He
assembles all pertinent
data, logs, records, photographs,
charts and
plots (all of which are in ink, signed and witnessed),
and affixes
the ship's seal and countersigns
the above documents.
Additionally,
an inventory is conducted of all pertinent
material and retained as
security material.
This requires a continuous chain of custody
signatures
(under appropriate
security measures) until it is
delivered
to proper authority,

Ah .the Fa.Jtn.6gl.i.tc.h tlt.a.n.6.l.t6 ,in.to Sa.n FJz.a.nc..i..6
c.o Ba.y, .the
Conrna.ncU.ng
066.i.c.eJr.
wonde/1..6
:t.o ~e.l6
.i.6 a.ti nec.u.&My
pnec.a.u..tion.&
a.ru:ic.oM.ec.tp!r.Oc.e.duh.<ui
ha.ve. be.en ob.&
eJtved involving
.th.i..6.i.nc..i.de.n-t.He blt.i.e.6£.yc.on.6idell..6.the. po.&.6-i.bil.i.tytha.;t
Na.val .&h.lp.&
ma.y be 11.equ-Ut.e.d
:t.o p.ea.ya. la.JtgeJLa.nd la./tgeJr.JLoR.e
bt
.the enooJLc.ement
06 Fe.de/Laland InteJtna:tlonal law a.6 a Jr.uuLt
06 :the upc.omlng Geneva a.nd Ca.ttaca.6Con6eJte.nc.u, a.&
well a.6 .the impa.c..t06 .the. 6oll-thc.on..i.ng
200 mil.e EEZ oOII.

"
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.the Un.lte.d Sta..teti. He bJUe.6ly c.on.tempia.:teti
w!U.tln.ga.

:to kiA 6lo:ti.i..e.a.
c.ommande1t
11.e.c.omme.nc:Li.ng
that a.
c.oWl..6e06 -<.n.6.tlw.c.:ti.on
be eti:ta.bllihed :to .i.tthUJLec.ompUa.nc.e

lefteJt

0

wUh exi..6Un.glegal 11.equ.vr..eme.n.u,
bu;t :tha.:t, .&ad.e.y,
,u, c:.ll6
mi.ii6 e.d bec.au..6
e. he ,u, .&WLe .6ome.o
ne. el.&e. ,u, WOil.iung
on ,U,

The preceding narrative
illustrates
several points.
First,
the U,Su Naval officer must be aware of his legal position regarding
enforcement of treaties,
Federal and International
law. Second, he
must be aware of his supporting role, and the requirements
and
obligations
associated
with it.
Third, he must be aware, or have
available
to him, adequate references
which detail in co&cise,
understandable
English what the laws are that he is to help enforce.

..
Q.

The scope of this program is not as immense as it would
superficially
appear.
The Coast Guard has been actively engaged
in a similar effort for years.
The publications
could be made
available
to the U.S . Navy and updated with the same degree of regularity
as those of the Coast Guard
(Selected Materials
on Coast Guard Law
Enforcement, 1964),
Additionally,
the Coast Guard presently
conducts
a course on po l lution investigation
which includes rules of evidence,
evidence gathering,
and numerou s other topics which would be applicable
to the U. S. Navy's supporting role.
Future Developments:
The acceptance of a 200 mile EEZ by the United States in the near
future is a real possibility.
Somewhat more remote, but not altogether
unlikely,
is the creation of an International
Ocean Control Authority
(Friedmann, 1971; Wiggins, 1974) as a result of the upcoming Geneva
and Caracas Conferences.
Both of these factors will have a similar
effect,
in that, in one case the United States will have extended
its jurisdiction
over a larger body of water; the second will, in
all likelihood,
require some form of policing authority
to enforce
internationally
agreed upon laws.
In both cases, the U.S. Navy is
a likely candidate to assist in the enforcement of the new regulations.
At this point, at least two courses of action are available
to
the United States regarding the establishment
of a 200 mile EEZ.
1. As presently
provided for by law, U.S. Coast Guard officers
or
petty officers
could be embarked in U.S. Naval vessels to act as
Federal law enforcement agents.
As previously
ruentioned, the displaying
of the Coast Guard Ensign or other distinctive
markings essentially
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permits

the U.S. Ha.val vessel

to act as a Federal

law enforcement

asset.

2. The second alternative
would involve a revision of the United
States Code to authorize the U.S. Navy to operate as a law enforcement
body independent of the Coast Guard. Zones of responsibility
could be
established
for the two services,
with an emphasis on different
areas,
i.e.,
the Coast Guard would maintain control over its present area
of jurisdiction,
while the liavy would police the ocean from 12 to
200 miles.
If the U.S. Navy were to become involved in International
law
enforcement (as an element or representative
to an international
ocean order organization)
it would then answer to that organization
for its law enforcement capabilities,
and remain independent of Federal
law enforcement in its function.
Conclusion:
The general conclusions of this paper are based on the assumption
that the U.S. Navy will be called upon in the near future to assume
the additional
role of a law enforcement agency.
In the author's
opinion, the most likely prospect will be one involving the enforcement
of Federal law over at least the seaward portions of a 200 mile EEZ.
In light
observations

of the above and the preceding
and recoDDllendations are made:

discussions,

the following

1. A vast number of U.S. Naval officers are, at present,
ill
equipped to support or define the Navy's role with regard to Federal
and International
law. At the absolute minimum, an in-house publication
should be generated which would address the general implications
of,
at least, U.S. Federal Law and the United States' position on
International
Law as related to the U.S. Navy in territorial
and high
seas.

G
(;

2, A member of ship's company (the Executive Officer would be
a good choice) should undergo a quasi-legal
course of instruction
which would address the additional
role the U.S. Navy will assume as
a Federal law enforcement agency to police the 200 mile EEZ. This
course should address the laws to be enforced, and the methods and
procedures to enforce them. An alternative
to this approach would be
the incorporation
of this material into the Destroyer School curriculum.
This would expose virtually
all department heads of destroyer type
craft (and eventually all Executive Officers and Commanding Officers of

..
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small combatants, i.e.,
PGts, MSO's, etc.) to applicable
and regulations
regarding Federal law enforcement.

obligations

0

Although not the optimum soluticn,
an interim measure does exist
at present,
under current law . This involves the assignment of Coast
Guard officers
or petty officers
aboard U.S. Navy vessels and empowers
the U.S. Navy to serve as a Federal law enforcement agency.
Regardless of future developments,
the U.S. Naval officer should
be better equipped to intelligently
address the U.S. Navy's role in
Federal and International
law.
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